
CAREER SO FAR:

Graduated 2011 from Cambridge with

intercalated degree in Pharmacology.

Small animal practice in Wigan for two years. 

Set up teleconsultancy service for owners of

rabbits with behavioural problems

(Continuing).

Clinical anaesthetist in RDSVS Hospital for

Small Animals (Edinburgh).

Clinical anaesthetist on laboratory pig studies 

Innovation consultant at Innovia Technology

(Continuing).

Small-group supervisions of anatomy students

(Continuing).

Helped RCVS set up and run inaugural

Innovation Symposium.

Published textbook “Behavioural problems in

rabbits’.

Became the veterinary advisor for Rabbit

Welfare Association and Fund’s magazine

(Continuing).
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Guen Bradbury
"Curiosity can be more important for

learning than hard work – something

I’ve tried to take forward into my

writing and teaching.

When you’re interested in the little

things, you always see something

exciting."

Add a little bit of body text

DESCRIBE YOUR TYPICAL DAY:

My two children (3 and 1) wake me up at about five. I

give them breakfast and then I go out for a run or a

walk. I rarely eat before midday so I start work as soon

as I get back. 

My work ranges from talking with clients about

ongoing or upcoming projects, to having project

meetings (currently remotely) with internal teams

where we brainstorm ideas, develop concepts, or (my

favourite) discuss complex physiological challenges.

I’m also involved in internal work: line managing,

planning our marketing, and interviewing prospective

recruits. 

At the moment, we’re working from home, so halfway

through the day, my partner and I swap childcare

responsibilities so he can work during the afternoon.

Then, while the little ones are napping, I catch up non-

work work – marking student essays, preparing

webinars on rabbit behaviour, or writing articles. I

usually walk or talk to family in the evenings and then

get to bed around 9pm.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN A SENTENCE:

I’m always curious, usually happy, and rarely

still.

HOW WOULD OTHERS DESCRIBE YOU:

Guen is a devotee of compassionate,

evidence-based existence - someone who

uses every available scrap of data to change

her own life, and those around her, for the

better.



WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR TOP SUCCESS AND WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THIS?

I try to celebrate a success (even a little one) at least once a week – that makes it quite hard to identify

a top one. I’m proud of my work with rabbits and rabbit owners, I’m proud to work in a job that I didn’t

even know existed when I left university, and I’m proud that I get to teach and manage some incredible

women. However, at the moment, my top success is that I can now do three monkey bars in a row –

something I have never been able to do before!

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE, SETBACK OR FAILURE AND HOW HAVE YOU

OVERCOME IT? HOW DID YOU GROW OR CHANGE AS A RESULT? 

My dad was diagnosed with brain cancer in my fourth year of vet school. His death in my final year

gave me a different perspective on life and changed my priorities. During finals, I was less willing to

spend hours and hours revising bare facts, and tried instead to concentrate on the parts of the

science that interested me. When I did better in those exams than in any before, it showed me that

curiosity can be more important for learning than hard work – something I’ve tried to take forward into

my writing and teaching.

I also inherited my father’s rabbit. Pewter was miserable and it showed in his behaviour. Trying to help

him started my exploration of clinical behavioural problems in rabbits – a subject on which I’ve since

published many articles, authored a textbook, lectured, and done many webinars. I also now work with

the Rabbit Welfare Association and Fund. Dad loved rabbits – I really wish he could see all this.

Losing my dad was awful, but the things he left me with have been really positive.

WHAT COMPROMISES HAVE YOU HAD TO MAKE AND WHAT, IF ANYTHING, COULD HAVE HELPED?

My partner and I have both made compromises for each other. We’ve pursued career opportunities in

different parts of the country and have taken turns at following the other person’s career

opportunities (we stayed in Cambridge for me, moved to Manchester for him, moved to Edinburgh for

me, and moved back to Cambridge for him). 

We’ve shared both parental leaves and if we have needed to reduce our hours, we’ve both reduced

them by the same amount. This has helped me to always feel that I have time to do things in and out of

work that I want to do. We now both work at the same company. I love it - it’s brilliant to be able to see

each other’s successes, to talk about fascinating things we’ve learned, and to cycle in and out of work

together. The compromises we’ve made have been outweighed by the career synergies that those

compromises have created.



WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE GIVEN TO YOUR YOUNGER SELF, THAT YOU WOULD NOW GIVE TO

OTHERS WANTING TO FOLLOW YOUR PATH?

If you have a long-term plan, ensure it’s flexible enough to accommodate opportunities that arise. To be

flexible, you need to have enough time and enough money to change. Therefore, a surprisingly valuable

piece of underpinning advice would be to live in as small a house as you can – less financial pressure, less

upkeep, and you can’t accumulate stuff. It gives you the financial freedom to take lower paid, more

stimulating jobs and the time freedom to explore.

I COULDN’T HAVE GOT WHERE I AM TODAY WITHOUT...

My dad, his death in 2011, and the rabbit he passed on to me.

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP LIKES?

1. Being outside. My life has been enriched by my partner’s knowledge of invertebrates and my mother’s

knowledge of plants. When you’re interested in the little things, you always see something exciting.  

2. Spending time in the activity centre that is our house – it has a climbing wall in the stairwell, ropes

instead of stairs, crash mats instead of carpets, monkey bars in our living room, a bed that folds into a

standing desk, and a set of four-bed pods in the other bedroom.

3. Learning about human development. In the last few years, I’ve been able to indulge my curiosity and dig

really deeply into carbohydrate metabolism, craniofacial development, biomechanics, gut microbiome, and

more. I’m lucky enough to be able to devote my own time to learning interesting things and then help our

clients solving problems in these areas.

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP DISLIKES?

1. Misattribution of success: people claiming that their success was entirely the result of their own hard

work. Luck plays such an enormous role in people’s lives – from the education level of their parents,

the catchment areas of their local schools, the communication of university possibilities, the availability of

key opportunities at acceptable times. Claiming hard work as the sole reason for success allows our society

to overlook its profound systemic inequalities.

2. Wilfully unsustainable living (cf. “Conspicuous consumption”)

3. Social inequality

WHAT IS  THE MOST HELPFUL BOOK YOU’VE READ AND WHY?

Fair play – ensuring equal roles in the home: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fair-Play-Win-Win-solution-Women/dp/152940018X

Many thanks to Guen for sharing her story to inspire veterinary women to aspire and grow into their full

career potential. 

If you would like to share your story please get in touch at info@veterinarywoman.co.uk

Visit the website for more information and resources at www.veterinarywoman.co.uk

Follow us on Facebook: Veterinary Woman Twitter: @VeterinaryWoman LinkedIn: @veterinary woman


